(for all (tl, t2, "'', ?An) e Rn).
With the help of the functions f (u, u2,..., Un), f2(u, u2,'", Un) and the sample x,...,x the random confidence interval J (f(x,...,Xan),f2(x,...,x)) (a 92) may be constructed for the bulk of the distribution of the general population G. DEFINITION 1. A random interval J (f (x,..., x), f2(x,..., xg)) is called a confidence interval for the bulk of the distribution G with invariant significance level 1 -0 in the class ( (or simply an invariant significance interval for the class G) if P(x e Ja)= P(/l(X,".,x) < x < f2(x,'",Xn)) 0 (Va e ). Thus invariant confidence intervals in the class G have the significance level 7 1 0, which does not depend on the population G G. The main objective of the paper is to clarify the construction of invariant confidence intervals for the class Gc of general populations with continuous distribution F(u), and also to find the set of significance levels corresponding to all possible invariant confidence levels for the class Gc.
Invariant confidence intervals for the class Gc were found for the first time in [1] ; to describe these intervals we denote by x(1) __< x(2) =< _-< X(n) the variational series [2] , constructed according to the sample x,x2,...,xn; then the functions f(Xl,''',Xn) X(i) and f2(x,'",Xn) x(j) (i < j), where x(i) and x(j) are the ith and the jth order statistics, respectively, define an invariant confidence interval J with confidence level 0 (j i)/(n + 1):
(VG E Gc). For the sake of brevity the proof of the theorem will be given for n 2; in the ce of arbitrary natural n > 2 the proof is quite similar. So let Xl, x2, x3 be a sample from a general population G Gc with cominuous distribution function F(u) and let f (u, u2), fu(u, u:) be some functions satisfying the conditions of the theorem.
Define the functional g(F) on the set c of all continuous distributions F(u) in the following way: The proof of the theorem will now be carried out by contradiction: assume that at least one of the functions f(u, u2) and f2(ul, u2) is not a fundamental symmetric function. Then, by virtue of results of [3] , it follows that neither fl(Ul, u2) nor .f2(ul, u2) coincides with any of the fundamental functions (u, u2), 2(u, u2):
As a matter of fact, if at least one of these functions (for example, fl(Ul,U2)) does coincide with some fundamental symmetric function (for example, with (ul, u2)), then the one-sided confidence interval { < f:(x,x:)} {s(z,x) < x </(,x)} {x <= being the union of two invariant confidence intervals, is also an invariant interval;
thus, in view of a theorem in [3] , f2(u, u2) u(2), which contradicts the inequality f2(u, u2) -2(u, u2). Hence, by the assumption, f(ul, u2) = 
6. a(1) < a(2) < A < B. In case 2, we select as F0() the uniform distribution in the interval (a(ll el, a(1) + e), and as F (u) the uniform distribution in the interval moreover, 9(Fo, F) 0. Substituting now F(u) for F2(u) and Fo(u) for F3(u), we obtain 9(F2, F3) 1.
The subsequent reasoning will be based on the following lemma. + P{ e (l(,x),f(x,x)), (x,xg)e g} + P{xg e ((x?,),(,x)), (x?,xg)e K} P{x e (l(X,Zg),(x,x)), (x,x) e g} + P{x e (f(x,x),(,x)), (x?,xg)e g}.
rthermore, Reducing if necessary the numbers e, s, one can achieve it that the intervals (fi.l-,fi. +e), (-e,/ +e) do not intersect (a-e,a+e), and that f(ul,u2) 
We pass now to the study of case 2. Condition 2 implies that one of the following relations holds at the point (a(2), a(2)): (a) f! (a(2), a(2)) a(2), f2(a(2), a(2)) > a(2), (b) f2(a(2),a(2))= a(2), f(a(2),a(2))< a(2).
Since conditions (4) 
D1 -E =< fl(Ul,U2,'",un) <-_ D1 4-E, D2 E <__ f2(ul,u2,'",u,) <= De + E, for all (u1,?A2,...,ttn) e II--{(Ztl,U2,''',n): a--E1 =< Ul _-< a+E1,'",a--E1 <= un <-_ a 4-El}. 
